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VIN-CLIC-TL-823

Spectra Coal Black Stone Tile Luxury Rigid Core Click Vinyl Flooring

Scan the QR code for fast
access to this floor online

With a misty toned splash pattern playing subtly in the background of a luxurious black flooring, Spectra Coal Black Stone Tile takes 
the floor of your dreams and gifts it to you in a rigid core vinyl flooring package that promises to exceed your expectations. The 
textured surface brings the feel of stone underfoot in your home with jaw-dropping authenticity, a look heightened by accurately 
proportioned 610mm x 303mm tiles each with four bevelled edges to complete the stone effect.

Worthy of the durability associated with its stony heritage, this AC3 rated waterproof floor not only has 12 years of residential 
warranty, but a unique polyurethane top layer that offers protection against spills and scratches that would otherwise chip away at 
its glory. With all that and click system technology that makes for a smooth DIY-friendly installation, there is nothing holding you 
back from adding this treat of a floor to your home.

Product Details

Warranty

Installation
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Code:

Residential:

Floated on underlay:

VIN-CLIC-TL-823

12 years

Yes

WaterproofWater rating:

Profile: Click System DS R10Slip resistance:

Construction: Rigid Core (EVF) Bfl-S1Fire resistance:

Thickness: 4mm EN ISO 26987Resistance to staining:

Brand:

Commercial:

Over underfloor heating:

Spectra

5 years

Yes, Water Systems up to 
27 °C

23-31Technical Class:

Edge profile: Micro bevel EN 12664Thermal resistance/conductivity:

Length: 610mm EN ISO 16581 No cracks, or 
damage

Effects of furniture leg:

Coverage per pack: 2.03 EN ISO 4918 No damage to 
wearlayer, no delamination

Effects of castor chair:

Surface: Authentic Textured E1Formaldehyde emission:

Width: 303mm EN ISO 10874Wear resistance:

AC rating: AC3 - Domestic EN ISO 105-B02 ≥6Light fastness:

Technical

Wear Layer: 0.3mm


